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UK GDPR- STAFF PRIVACY NOTICE

Bovington Academ is committed to protecting the privac and securit of the
personal information of staff. This privac notice describes how personal information
about staff is collected and used b the Academ during and after their period of
working at the Academ , in accordance with the UK General Data Protection
Regulation (UK GDPR).

Following Bre it, Regulation (EU) 2016/679, General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) is retained EU law and known as UK GDPR. The UK GDPR sits alongside an
amended version of the Data Protection Act 2018 that relates to general personal
data processing, powers of the Information Commissioner and sanctions and
enforcement. The GDPR as it continues to appl in the EU is known as EU GDPR.

This privac notice applies to all current and former emplo ees, workers and
contractors.

W a

Bovington Academ is a data controller and is therefore responsible for deciding
how personal information about staff is held and used.

The Academ is required under data protection legislation to notif staff of the
information contained in this privac notice. This notice does not form part of an
contract of emplo ment or other contract to provide services and the Academ
ma update this notice at an time.

It is important that staff members read this notice, together with an other privac
notice that ma be provided on specific occasions when the Academ is collecting
or processing personal information about them, so that the are aware of how and
wh such information is being used.

Da a

The Academ will compl with the data protection principles when gathering and
using personal information, as set out in its Data Protection Polic , which can be
accessed from the shared drive.
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T a a a A a , , a
a

The Academ ma collect, store and use the following categories of personal
information about staff:

● Personal information and contact details such as name, title, addresses, date
of birth, marital status, phone numbers and personal email addresses;

● Emergenc contact information such as names, relationship, phone numbers
and email addresses;

● Information collected during the staff recruitment process that is retained
during a staff member s emplo ment including references, proof of right to
work in the UK, application form, CV, qualifications;

● Emplo ment contract information such as start dates, hours worked, post,
roles;

● Education and training details;
● Details of salar and benefits including pa ment details, pa roll records, ta

status information, national insurance number, pension and benefits
information;

● Details of dependants;
● Nationalit and immigration status and information from related documents,

such as passport or other identification and immigration information;
● Information in sickness and absence records such as number of absences

and reasons (including sensitive personal information regarding ph sical
and/or mental health);

● Criminal records information as required b law to enable individuals to work
with children;

● Trade union membership details;
● Information on grievances raised b a staff member or involving them;
● Information on conduct and/or other disciplinar issues involving a staff

member;
● Details of appraisals, performance reviews and capabilit issues;
● Details of time and attendance records;
● Information about the use of the Academ s IT, communications and other

s stems, and other monitoring information;
● Details of a staff member s use of business-related social media;
● Images of staff captured b the Academ s CCTV s stem;
● Use of public social media (this is onl in ver limited circumstances, to check

specific risks for specific functions within the Academ , and individuals will be
notified separatel if this is to occur);

● Details in references about a staff member received b the academ or
given b the academ to others;

● Details of racial or ethnic origin, se and se ual orientation, religious or similar
beliefs.

● Recordings of staff from the Academ s video conferencing platform
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H a

● The Academ ma collect this information from staff members directl , from
personnel records, the Home Office, pension administrators, staff members
doctors, from medical and occupational health professionals engaged b
the Academ , the DBS, staff members trade union, other emplo ees, other
professionals the Academ ma engage (e.g. in an advisor capacit ),
automated monitoring of the Academ s websites and other technical
s stems such as our computer networks and connections, CCTV and access
control s stems, remote access s stems, email and instant messaging s stems,
intranet and internet facilities.

H A a a b a

The Academ will onl use personal information about staff members when the law
allows it to. Most commonl , information will be used in the following circumstances:
-

● Where the Academ needs to perform the contract entered into with a staff
member;

● Where the Academ needs to compl with a legal obligation (such as health
and safet legislation, under statutor codes of practice and emplo ment
protection legislation);

● Where it is needed in the public interest or for official purposes;
● Where it is necessar for the Academ legitimate interests (or those of a third

part ) and the interests, rights and freedoms of the relevant staff member do
not override those interests.

● When consent to process personal data has been appropriatel provided.

The Academ needs all the categories of information in the list above primaril to
allow it to perform the contracts held with staff members and to enable the
Academ to compl with legal obligations. Please note that the Academ ma
process information about a staff member without their knowledge or consent,
where this is required or permitted b law.

The situations in which the Academ will process personal information about staff
members are listed below:

● To determine recruitment and selection decisions on prospective emplo ees;
● In order to carr out effective performance of the emplo ee s contract of

emplo ment and to maintain emplo ment records;
● To compl with regulator requirements and good emplo ment practice;
● To carr out vetting and screening of applicants and current staff in

accordance with regulator and legislative requirements;
● To enable the development of a comprehensive picture of the workforce

and how it is deplo ed and managed;
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● To enable management and planning of the workforce, including
accounting and auditing;

● Personnel management including retention, sickness and attendance;
● Performance reviews, managing performance and determining performance

requirements;
● In order to manage internal polic and procedure;
● Human resources administration including pensions, pa roll and benefits;
● To determine qualifications for a particular job or task, including decisions

about promotions;
● Evidence for possible disciplinar or grievance processes;
● Compl ing with legal obligations;
● To monitor and manage staff access to our s stems and facilities in order to

protect our networks, the personal data of our emplo ees and for the
purposes of safeguarding;

● To monitor and protect the securit of our network and information, including
preventing unauthorised access to our computer network and
communications s stems and preventing malicious software distribution;

● Education, training and development activities;
● To monitor compliance with equal opportunities legislation;
● To answer questions from insurers in respect of an insurance policies which

relate to a staff member;
● Determinations about continued emplo ment or engagement;
● Arrangements for the termination of the working relationship;
● Dealing with post-termination arrangements;
● Health and safet obligations;
● Prevention and detection of fraud or other criminal offences; and
● To defend the Academ in respect of an investigation or court proceedings

and to compl with an court or tribunal order for disclosure.

Further information on the monitoring undertaken b the Academ in the workplace
and how this is done is available in other relevant policies, e.g., A ab U
P .

Some of the above grounds for processing will overlap and there ma be several
grounds which justif the Academ s use of staff members personal information.

If a staff member fails to provide certain information when requested, the Academ
ma not be able to perform the contract that has been entered into with the
individual (such as making salar pa ments or providing benefits), or the Academ
ma be prevented from compl ing with its legal obligations (such as to ensure the
health and safet of its workers).

The Academ will onl use personal information of staff for the purposes for which it
has been collected, unless it reasonabl considers that the information needs to be
used for another reason and that reason is compatible with the original purpose. If
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the Academ needs to use a staff member s personal information for an unrelated
purpose, the individual will be notified and provided with an e planation of the legal
basis which allows the Academ to do so.

H A a a a a

Sensitive personal information (as defined under the UK GDPR as special categor
data ) requires higher levels of protection and further justification for collecting,
storing and using this t pe of personal information. The Academ ma process this
data in the following circumstances: -

● In limited circumstances, with the staff member s e plicit written consent;
● Where the Academ needs to carr out its legal obligations in line with its

data protection polic ;
● Where it is needed in the public interest, such as for equal opportunities

monitoring (or in relation to the Academ s pension schemes);
● Where it is needed to assess a staff member s working capacit on health

grounds, subject to appropriate confidentialit safeguards. Less commonl ,
the Academ ma process this t pe of information where it is needed in
relation to legal claims or where it is necessar to protect a staff member s
interests (or someone else s interests) and the staff member is not capable of
giving their consent.

The Academ will use this information in the following wa s: -

● Collecting information relating to leave of absence, which ma include
sickness absence or famil related leave;

● To compl with emplo ment and other laws;
● Collecting information about ph sical or mental health, or disabilit status, to

ensure a staff member s health and welfare in the workplace and to assess
their fitness to work, to provide appropriate workplace adjustments, to
manage sickness absence and to administer benefits;

● Collecting information about race or national or ethnic origin, religious,
philosophical or moral beliefs, or se ual life or se ual orientation, to ensure
meaningful equal opportunit monitoring and reporting.

● To record trade union membership information to pa trade union premiums
and to compl with emplo ment law obligations.

C a

The Academ ma onl use information relating to criminal convictions where the
law allows it to do so. This will usuall be where it is necessar to carr out legal
obligations. The Academ will onl collect information about criminal convictions if it
is appropriate given the nature of the role and where it is legall able to do so.
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Where appropriate the Academ will collect information about criminal convictions
as part of the recruitment process or be notified of such information directl b staff
members in the course of them working for the Academ .

A a a

Automated decision making takes place when an electronic s stem uses personal
information to make a decision without human intervention. The Academ is
allowed to use automated decision making in the following circumstances: -

● Where the Academ has notified the staff member of the decision and given
them 21 da s to request a reconsideration;

● Where it is necessar to perform the contract with a staff member and
appropriate measures are put in place to safeguard their rights; or

● In limited circumstances, with the staff member s e plicit written consent and
where appropriate measures are in place to safeguard their rights.

Staff members will not be subject to decisions that will have a significant impact on
them based solel on automated decision-making, unless the Academ has a lawful
basis for doing so and have notified the relevant staff members.

S a a a

The Academ ma need to share data of staff members with third parties, including
third part service providers where required b law, where it is necessar to
administer the working relationship with the staff member or where the Academ
has another legitimate interest in doing so. These include the following: -

● the Department for Education (DfE);
● Ofsted;
● other academies within the Trust;
● prospective emplo ers;
● welfare services (such as social services);
● law enforcement officials such as police, HMRC;
● LADO;
● training providers;
● professional advisors such as law ers and consultants;
● support services (including HR support, insurance, IT support, information

securit , pensions and pa roll);
● The Local Authorit ;
● Occupational Health;
● DBS; and
● recruitment and suppl agencies.

Information will be provided to those agencies securel or anon mised where
possible.
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The recipient of the information will be bound b confidentialit obligations. The
Academ requires them to respect the securit of data and to treat it in
accordance with the law.

Circumstances ma arise where the Academ ma transfer a staff member s
personal information outside the EU. If the Academ does so, the individual can
e pect a similar degree of protection in respect of their personal information.

R

E cept as otherwise permitted or required b applicable law or regulation, the
Academ onl retains personal data for as long as necessar to fulfil the purposes it
was collected for, as required to satisf an legal, accounting or reporting
obligations, or as necessar to resolve disputes.

To determine the appropriate retention period for personal data, the Academ
considers the amount, nature, and sensitivit of personal data, the potential risk of
harm from unauthorised use or disclosure of personal data, the purposes for
processing the personal data, whether the Academ can fulfil the purposes of
processing b other means and an applicable legal requirements.

Once a staff member is no longer an emplo ee, worker or contractor of the
Academ , the Academ will retain and securel destro the staff member s
personal information in accordance with its data retention polic .

The Academ t picall retains personal data for 6 ears subject to an e ceptional
circumstances or to compl with laws or regulations that require a specific retention
period.

S

The Academ has put in place measures to protect the securit of staff members
information (i.e. against it being accidentall lost, used or accessed in an
unauthorised wa ). In addition, the Academ limits access to staff members
personal information to those emplo ees, agents, contractors and other third parties
who have a business need to know.

Details of these measures are available from the I a S P .

Third parties will onl process personal information of staff members on instructions
from the Academ and where the have agreed to treat information confidentiall
and to keep it secure.

The Academ has put in place procedures to deal with an suspected data securit
breach and will notif staff members and an applicable regulator of a suspected
breach where it is legall required to do so.



S a b a , , a a

It is important that the personal information the Academ holds about staff members
is accurate and current. Staff members are asked to keep the Academ informed if
their personal information changes during their working relationship with the
Academ .

Under certain circumstances b law staff members have the right to:

● Access their personal information (commonl known as a subject access
request ). This allows them to receive a cop of the personal information the
Academ holds about them and to check the Academ is lawfull
processing it. Staff members will not have to pa a fee to access their
personal information. However, the Academ ma charge a reasonable fee
if a staff member s request for access is clearl unfounded or e cessive.
Alternativel , the Academ ma refuse to compl with the request in such
circumstances.

● Correct the personal information the Academ holds about them. This
enables the staff member to have an inaccurate information the Academ
holds about them corrected.

● Ask the Academ to delete or remove their personal data if there is no good
reason for the Academ continuing to process it.

● Ask the Academ to suspend processing personal information about them in
certain circumstances, for e ample, if the want the Academ to establish its
accurac before processing it.

● Object to processing in certain circumstances (for e ample for direct
marketing purposes).

● Ask the Academ to transfer our personal information to another part .

Staff members wishing to e ercise an of the above rights should contact Sara White
(Academ s GDPR Lead) in writing.

The Academ ma need to request specific information to help confirm identit and
ensure the right to access the information (or to e ercise an other rights). This is
another appropriate securit measure to ensure that personal information is not
disclosed to an person who has no right to receive it.

R a

In the limited circumstances where a staff member ma have provided their consent
to the collection, processing and transfer of their personal information for a specific
purpose, the have the right to withdraw their consent for that specific processing at
an time. To withdraw consent, please contact Claire Woodward. Once the
Academ has received notification that consent has been withdrawn, it will no
longer process the staff member s information for the purpose or purposes that had



originall been agreed, unless the Academ has another legitimate basis for doing
so in law.

H a a

In the first instance, queries about the Academ s use of information about staff with
Claire Woodward

The Academ has appointed a data protection officer (DPO) to oversee
compliance with data protection and this privac notice. If queries about how the
Academ handles personal information cannot be resolved b Sara White, then the
DPO can be contacted as per the details below: -

Data Protection Officer: Judicium Consulting Limited
Address: 72 Cannon Street, London, EC4N 6AE
Email: dataservices@judicium.com
Web: www.judiciumeducation.co.uk
Lead Contact: Craig Stilwell

Staff members have the right to make a complaint at an time to the Information
Commissioner s Office, the UK supervisor authorit for data protection issues.

C a a

The Academ reserves the right to update this privac notice at an time, and will
provide a new privac notice when making an substantial updates. The Academ
ma also notif staff in other wa s from time to time about the processing of their
personal information.

DI C E IONA :

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT STATEMENT

I acknowledge that I have received a cop of the Academ s Privac Notice and
that I have read and understood it.

Signature of staff member .

Name Date .
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